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SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE NON-OSCILLATION 
OF THE NON-HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR wTH ORDER 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
MILAN MEDVEl), Bratislava 
M. S v e c deals in paper [1] with the following second order differential 
equations 
(a) ' z" +p(x)z =f(x), 
(b) y"+p(x)y = 0, 
where p, f eC(— oo, oo). He proves that if the function f(x) has a constant 
sign for all the value x and if the differential equation (b) is non-oscillating, 
the differential equation (a) is also non-oscillating (see the definition in [1]). 
I n this paper this result will be generalized for the w-th order differential 
equations, where the presupposition about the function f(x) will be weaker. 
The following differential equations will be dealt with: 
(1) Ln(z) = *<»> + oi2<»-i> + ... + anz=f, 
(2) Ln(y) = yW + aiy^-D + . . . + any = 0, 
where ai, «2, . . . , an,fe C0(a, b). 
If ajc e Cn-jc(a, b) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n), then the adjoint differential equation 
to the differential equation (2) is denoted by 
Ln(u) = (— 1)» uW + (- I)"-
1 (aiu)ln-» + . . . + anu = 0. 
The function F(x) ^ 0 is said to be oscillating in an interval (a, b) if at least 
one of the points a, b is the limit point of the zeros (belonging to the interval 
(a, b)) of F(x). By the non-oscillating function in the interval (a, b) we mean 
the function which is not oscillating in this interval. 
The differential equation (1) (resp.(2)) is said to be in the interval (a, b): 
(I) non-oscillating if all its solutions are non-oscillating in (a, b) 
(II) w-non-oscillating if every of its solution has at most n — 1 zero points in (a, ft). 
By the symbol w%\ = w(ui, U2, ..., u%) we mean the Wronskian of t h e 
functions Ui,U2, ... Ui eCi_i. The sequence WQ = 1, w% = w(ui, U2, ..., Ui) 
(i = 1,2, ...,m; ui,U2, ..., um e Cm^i) is called the complete chain of the 
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Wronskians of the functions ui, u2, ...,um, analogously as in paper [2]. 
I f all numbers of this sequence are different from zero in the interval (a, 6), 
then this sequence is called the complete chain of the Wronskians without 
zero in (a, b). 
First several lemmas will be proved. 
Lemma 1. Let y±, y2, 
Then the Wronskian W -
equation 
., yn-i be the solutions of the differential equation (1). 
w(z, yi,y2, ..., yn-i) is the solution of the differential 
(3) Y' + <цY = ( - 1)»+-Уwføi, ž/2, . . . , Уn-l). 
Proof . 
W = ( - l)»+i ( - ai2<»-« - . . . - unz + f) w(yi, y2, . . . , yn_x) + 
+ ( - 1)" + 2 ( - aiž/r1* - . . . - ctnyi) w(z, y2,..., yn-x) + . . . + 
+ ( - l)-» ( - aiž/f"" - . . . - anyn-i) w(z, yx, ...,yn-i) = 














= 0 (i = 2, 3, n). 
From this the assertion of the lemma follows. 
Lemma 2. Let p, f e Co(a, b). Then if the function g is non-oscillating in the 
interval (a, b), the differential equation 
(4) v' + pv = 
is non-oscillating in (a, b). 
Proof . Let v be an arbitrary solution of the differential equation (4) and 
let u be a solution of the corresponding homogeneous differential equation. 
The Wronskian W(v, u) = — g u is a non-oscillating function in (a, b) and 
therefore from the Theorem about the separation of zeros for second order 
differential equations it follows that the function v is also non-oscillating in 
(a, b). Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 3. Let an e Cn-k(a, b) (k = 1,2,.. ., n), y,ze Cn(a, b). 
d 




Ln(z) = LblLbi... Lbz, where Lbt = — + b (i = I, 2, . . . , n) in the interval 
dx 
(a, b). 
Proof . The proof is accomplished by complete induction. For n = 2 the 
assertion of the Lemma is easy to prove. 
Let LbnlLbn2 ... Lbl z = LblLb2 ...Lbn_xz. I t is sufficient to prove tha t 
(5) Lbn_x ...LblLbz = W , . . . Lblz. 
Let Lbni ... Lblz = z<
w--) + ciz<w-2) + . . . + cn-_z. I t is easy to prove 
the following assertion: LbLbn_x ... Lblz = z<") + Piz^-D + . . . + Pnz, 
where Pi = bnc\-i + c\___ + Ci, where c0 = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and cn = 0 by 
the definition. 
Lbn_x ...LblLbnz = ( - l)»z<*> + ( - l)*-i(ciz)<»-2> + . . . - c„_iz' + 
+ ( - ! ) " - ! (6ns)<»-l> + ( - I)*"
2 (CiM (W~2) + .-. + Cn-lbnZ. 
(6) 4 A , ••• Lblz = (- l)»z<»> + ( - l)»-i (bn + ci)z<»-D + 
+ ( - I)*"* (bnC_ +C[+ C2)z<*-2> + . . . + (bnCn-l + Cn_x)z. 
After the simple modification of the right side of the equality (6) it is possible 
to prove the equality (5). 
Lemma 4. Let w0 = \,wi = w(y_), w2 = w(yi, y2), ...,wn = w(y\, y2, ..., yn) 
be the complete chain of the Wronskians without zero ponits in the interval (a, b) 
of the solutions of the differential equation (2). Then for every yi (\ < i ___ n) 
there exist such numbers di,d2e (a, b) that w0 = 1, wi = w(yt), w2 = w(yi, y_)y 
...,Wi+i = w(yt,yi, ...,yi-i,yi+i), ..., 
wn = w(yt,yi, ...,yi-i,yi+i, ...,yn) is the complete chain of the Wronskians 
without zero in the intervals (a, d_), (d2, b). 
Proof . From assumption of the Lemma according to [2] it follows t h a t 
there exist such real functions bi, b2, ...bn, for which 
/ d \ / d \ 
Ln(y) = I h bn\ ... I h &i| y in (a, b), where y< is the solution of the 
differential equations 
(As) Ls(y)= ( — + bs) . . . ( — + b_)y = 0 fovs= 1,2, . . . , i - 1, i+ 1, 
dx J \dx 
..., n and fs ^ 0 for s = \, 2, ..., i — \. By complete induction with the help 
of Lemma 2 the functions fs(s = 1 ,2 , . . . , i — 1) are easily proved to be 
non-oscillating in 'a, b). 
Let Ls(y) = y^) + a^y^-V + ... + assy (s = 1 ,2 , . . . , n). According t o 
Lemma 1 w\ + a^wj = gu where g3 = (— l)<+i fiWj-i(j = 1, 2, . . . , i — 1), 
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Wj = (—- 1)*_1 Wj (j = i, i + 1 , . . . , n). From Lemma 2 it follows that the 
functions Wj (j = I, 2, . . . , i —- 1) are different from zero in (a, b). Evidently 
there exist such numbers d\,d2E (a, b) that wj ^ 0 (j = 0, 1, . . . , n) in the 
intervals (a, d\), (efe, d). Thus the Lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5. Let the differential equation (2) be n-non-oscillating in the interval 
(a, b). Then for any solution u(x) of the differential equation (2) there exist such 
numbers d\, d2e(a,b) and such a complete chain of the Wronskians (a, d\), 
(e?2, b) of the solutions of the differential equation (2) that w\ = u(x). 
Proof . The differential equation (2) is w-non oscillating in (a, b) and there-
fore according to [2] there exists a complete chain of the Wronskians WQ = 1, 
w\ = w(y\), ...,wn = w(y\, y2, . . . , yn) without zero in (a, b) of the solutions 
of the differential equation (2). Then u(x) = C\y\ + C22/2 + . . . + cnyn in (a, b), 
where Ci (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are constants. Because the differential equation (2) 
is n-non-oscillating in (a,b), there exist such numbers a\,b\E (a,b) that 
u(x) -7̂  0 in the intervals (a, a\), (b\,b). I t follows that there exists such 
a c j ^ O tha t cy = 0 for i < j ^ n + 1 (we define cn+\ = 0). 
Let us construct the following sequenca of the Wronskians: 
(c) w0 = l,w\ = w\, ...,u>i-i = Wi-\,Wi = w(y\, ...,y^\,u) 
wi+1 = w(y\, ...,yi_i,u,yl+1), ...,wn = w(y\, ...,yi-i,u,yt + 1, ...,yn) 
Without difficulties it is possible to prove that Wj = CjWj (j = i, i + 1, . . . , n). 
I t follows that (c) is the complete chain of the Wronskians without zero in 
(a, b) of the solutions of the differential equation (2). According to Lemma 4 
there exist such numbers d\,d2£ (a, b) tha t wo = 1, w\ = u(x), ...,wn = 
= w(u, y\, ..., yi-\, yt+\, ...,yn) is the complete chain of the Wronskians 
without zero in the intervals (a, d\), (cfe, b). Q. e. d, 
Now with the help of the preceding Lemmas the following Theorem will be 
proved. 
Theorem. Let ajc eCn-jc(a,b), (k = 1, 2, . . . , n). Let the differential equa-
tion (2) be n-non-oscillating in the intervals (a,d\), (d2,b) (d\, d2S (a,b)). 
Let u(x) be the solution of the differential equation adjoint to the differential 
equation (2) such that u(x) ^ 0 in the intervals (a, efe), (^4, d) (d\ ^ d^,d2 ^ d±) 
and the differential equation 
u' 
(7) *'+-^*=f 
is non-oscillating in (a,ds), (d±,d). Then the differential equation (1) is non-
-oscillating in (a, b). 
Proof . The differential equation (2) is n-non-oscillating in (a, d\), (d2,b) 
and therefore according to [2] there exist such real functions 61, &2, . . . , bn 
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tha t Ln(y) = h b„ . . . h bi \y = 0 in every of the intervals (a, di), 
\dx J \dx J 
(d2,d). According to Lemma 3 Ln(z) = I — 
According to [2] and to Lemma 5 there exist such numbers a\ e (a, di), b± e 
e (d2, d) and such a complete chain of the Wronskians without zero in every 
of the intervals (a, ai), (b±, b), w0,w±,...,wn of the solutions of the adjoint 
differential equation adjoint to the differential equation (2) that w\ = u(x). 
According to [2] 
/ d \ / d \ wn-i+i 
Ln(u) = — ci 1 — I — — cn\u, where a = Dig (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), x dx I Wn-l 
W\ u' 
cn = Dig = — . According to Lemma 3 in every of the intervals 
w0 u
 J 
(a, ai), (b±, b) we have 
(i-, LM _ , - . , . (A + 1) (A + *_,)... (A + e i ) , = / . 
Let us consider the following system of the differential equations: 
(Bi) z' + ciz = ui, 
(B2) u[ + c2ui = u2, 
(Bn-i) un_2 + Cn__iUn-2 = Un_\, 
u 
(B») < - i + — ^ - i = ( - ! ) * / . 
Without difficulties it is possible to prove that the arbitrary solution of the 
differential equation (Bj) is also the solution of the differential equation (1') 
and if z is an arbitrary solution of the differential equation (V), then there 
exist such functions u\, u2, ..., un-i (Uk e Cw-A;, k = 1, 2, . . . , n) tha t z is the 
solution of the differential equation (Bi) (in every of the intervals (a, a{), 
(bi, b). From the assumption regarding the differential equation (7) it follows 
tha t the differential equation (Bn) is non oscillating in (a, a\), (bj, b). By the 
complete induction it is possible to prove without difficulties that all the 
differential equations (Bi), (B2), . . . , (Bn) are non-oscillating in (a, aj), (b±, b). 
Because the differential equation (Bi) is non-oscillating in (a, ai), (h, b) the 
differential equation (1) is also non-oscillating in (a,ai), (bi,b). Hence it 
follows directly that the differential equation (1) is non-oscillating in the 
interval (a, b). 
R e m a r k . Evidently Theorem 3 of [1] is the direct consequence of our 
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Theorem. The method of the proof of our Theorem is different from the method 
used in [1], which is applicable only in special cases. 
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